
WHY REAL ESTATE?
In  l ight  of  a  recent  national  struggle

through  financial  crisis  and  pandemic ,  it

seems  that  many  people  are  coming  to

the  conclusion  that  they  must  build  a

solid  foundation  of  wealth  that  can

withstand  unforeseen  volatility .  Investors

have  many  pathways  to  choose  from

when  it  comes  to  deciding  where  their

money  best  fits ,  but  choosing  one  that  is

both  safe  and  lucrative  is  crucial .  Multi-

family  real  estate  investing  meets  both  of

those  criteria .  By  utilizing  leverage ,

appreciation  of  property  value ,  tax

benefits ,  and  the  overall  cash  flow ,

investors  all  over  the  world  choose  to

place  their  money  in  this  tangible  asset ,

property .
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A major reason why people choose to invest

in real estate is the ability to leverage their

investment . Simply put , leverage is the

ability to "use other people 's money" to

accomplish an investment goal while still

reaping the full benefit of owning a

property . When buyers put a portion of the

cost of a property down and take out a loan

for the remainder , they are able to acquire

a property with a higher overall value than

they would have paid for a property in full

that had a total cost equal to their down

payment . An example of this would be

choosing to make a 20% down payment of

$100 ,000 on a $500 ,000 multi-family

property instead of purchasing a $100 ,000

condo in full . Though there is a heavy

stigma surrounding debt , it also works in

favor of the investor in the long run . This

concept is an integral part of being a

successful real estate investor because it

gives the buyer the ability to purchase a

property that will give them a higher

overall return . This is also a concept that is

unique to investing in real estate because it

is one of the only sectors of investing where

you are able to “use other people ’s money”

to assure that you will make more off your

initial investment . 

Another important factor

to consider when

evaluating the benefits of

investing in real estate is

the appreciation of

property value. This is a

very important reason as

to why investing in

Southern California in

particular is so lucrative.

Because property value

tends to appreciate over

time in general, investors

are guaranteed to watch

their money grow based

solely on this principle of

economics. Though there

might be a compelling

argument surrounding

taking investments out of

state, nothing will ever be

able to beat the diversity

and attractiveness that

Southern California has

to offer.

LEVERAGE YOUR INVESTMENT



Investing in the Los Angeles area seems a bit

intimidating to the untrained eye, but there is a

reason so many people desire to live here. That

will never change, and in turn, will make

vacancy rates lower, property value

continuously higher, and make an investment

worth more.

Investing in real estate also allows for a variety

of tax breaks and deductions which help

investors stay on top of their wealth. Because

taxes are such a large portion of everyone's

yearly expense, it only makes sense to seek out

a way to reduce the amount paid in a legal

fashion. There are three different types of

incomes that are evaluated when doing taxes,

passive income, earned income, and

investment income, each taxed at a different

rate. Earned income is given the highest tax

rate whereas investment income is taxed at a

lower rate. This is just one simple means

among the many deductions that are available

to real estate investors. Another tax related

benefit to investing in real estate is the ability

to defer the capital gains tax on a property by

way of 1031 exchange. This is an IRS rule that

aids real estate investors. Upon the sale of an

investment property, an investor has the ability

to defer the capital gains tax that would be

paid and use that money they would be paying

to the government to invest in another

property. If an investor is able to find a property

of equal or greater value and closee on a deal

within 180 days, they could defer capital gains

tax on that property, then repeat this process.

Though they will be

continuously deferring

their taxes, the investor

can hold the property for

their entire life time, and

the basis for their estate

may be stepped up to the

value at that time.

The most imperative

aspect of why a person

should invest in real

estate is the cash flow a

property will offer in the

long run. Cash flow is the

amount an investor

makes off of a property

after factoring in

expenses and mortgage

payments. A property's

ability to cash flow of an

investor will ultimately

allow them to have a

higher return on equity as

they pay down their loan.

THE SOCAL APPEAL



For example, if a 2-unit property has monthly expenses of $1,000 and a

mortgage of $3,000, the property owner would have a monthly over head of

$4,000. If the market rent in the area for reach unit is $2,200, then so long as the

units remain occupied, the investor can assume they will receive $4,400 a

month in rent. In this case, they would have $400 monthly cash flow and a total

of $4,800 per year in their pockets, just for maintaining their investment.

Investing your money in real estate is the best way to watch your wealth grow

into a generational asset and secure financial freedom. Leverage, appreciation,

tax benefits and cash flow are not the only factors investors take into account as

they grow their portfolios. Because we are still in the midst of a global financial

crisis, it becomes more and more clear that a secure yet lucrative investment is

the best means to quantifying your goals and reaching financial independence!
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